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Since I chose AmpliPhi as my company, once I
hit 'Continue' LinkedIn recommended users who
are associated with my company.

From here on out while you are setting up your
account look to see if there is a 'Skip' button at
the bottom of the page if you wish do these
steps later.

First things first, you will need to amp up your existing personal LinkedIn page (skip ahead to page 4) or create
a new account. It isn't as daunting as it seems, we will show you how to fill out the basics and send new
connection requests. This may seem counterintuitive if your goal of using LinkedIn is to promote your company.  
However by establishing a personal profile first, you conquer an inevitable hurdle - that users must first accept
you (your personal profile) as a 'connection' in order for you to invite them later to follow your company page.

1.Go to www.LinkedIn.com and click the 'Join now' button.
(If you have a personal LinkedIn profile already, skip to
page 4 to refresh your knowledge of the platform and view
recommendations).

CREATING YOUR PERSONAL LINKEDIN PROFILE

THE SIGN UP PROCESS

Enter your login credentials-use your business email
address and create a password. Click 'Agree & Join'!

Next enter the basics, Name, Location, Job Title.

Enter your most recent company by typing in the
name to see if a company LinkedIn page exists (this
will pop up under the text box) and if so click on it!
This will help LinkedIn recommend connections
(Friends) to you. If you are a franchise owner, make
sure to choose the main corporate page-not your
locations page. You can add your locations company
page (if this exists) later when editing your profile.

2. Now we begin the Sign Up Process, and it is fairly          
long (don't worry you can skip several sections).



LinkedIn will then ask you which of the following
options (shown in the image to the right) you are
most interested in. This will help the platform tailor
recommendations around your specific reason for
joining during the set up process.

In order to activate your new account LinkedIn will
request for a code to be sent to your email address.
Search your inbox for the email and type the code
received on this page, and then click to agree!

Next you'll choose your Profile Photo. LinkedIn
offers several sources to upload the image from,
and then allows for cropping & other editing
abilities. This image should be clear, bright, and
professional. A headshot is the preferred image
for the Platform, but any adorable photo will do.
(Take Levi's for example)

Based on the information you have provided so
far, LinkedIn will give you recommendations of
content it believes you will enjoy in the form of
hashtags.

Choose your options or press 'Skip' at the
bottom of this page if you choose.

The image below will appear to you as LinkedIns way of helping you along this journey, and it will remain
present while you continue to set up your profile.



Notifcations

Once on your profile page you will see the
different sections of information LinkedIn
provides for you to fill out once clicking on the
blue 'Add profile section' button. LinkedIn will
then prompt you for more information for each
of the varying sections.

NOTE: This will be different for everyone, and
you can go as detailed or as basic as you wish.
However, the more information added, such as
past companies, will help you find supporters
for your personal career and lead them to
become supporters of your company page.

Make sure the information is accurate on your
page, that your image is recognizable and clear,
and that the Company Page is linked to your
current job. This should have already been done
upon LinkedIn Sign Up.

NAVIGATING LINKEDIN 
The platform is similar to Facebook in ways of navigation. Your menu lives at the top of the pages on the
platform. To change account settings and to edit your profile click on your Profile Image in the menu,
labeled 'Me' to expand the dropdown menu shown above.

Connection Requests

Private
Messages

Your Account

Where to create posts to the public

Opens this dropdown
upon clicking



HOW REQUESTS ON LINKEDIN APPEAR UNDER THE 'MY NETWORK' PAGE

Once your profile is complete, you may begin directing traffic to your page 
via connection requests. LinkedIn will be suggesting connections for you from the
information you provided earlier in the sign up process. Along with these, you can search
for profile in the top menu search bar.

To send a Connect Request (Friend Request) you will select the blue 'Connect' button 
near the profile photo on their profile or under their image when recommended to you.

Unlike Facebook however, LinkedIn allows you to add a note along with 
your connection request (again this is optional and relative to the situation).

Here is an example of our designer's
LinkedIn Profile, Erin. She added a visually
appealing cover photo of flowers and her
current company page, AmpliPhi, and her
other information is linked. Her profile photo
and cover choice is undeniably her! Yes,
LinkedIn is a professional platform, but you
manage a creative business-make it reflect
YOU!

NOTIFICATION OF CONNECTION REQUEST ON EMAIL

The next section will cover how to create a Company Page, if you have already been added to an existing
page as an admin, I still would recommend reviewing the information covered.

EXAMPLE OF A GOOD PROFILE



Next Fill out the pop up form to your company
specifications:

Proper Name of the Company 
Website URL 
Choose the Industry
Company Size 
Company Type
Logo
Mission Statement

Log into your personal LinkedIn Account 

Click  'Work' on the top menu bar, and then select 'Create a Company Page +'

The first step is choosing the size of your business.

The need to create a company page only applies if you own your business, are a
franchise owner of a business currently without a LinkedIn page, or you have
been told to create a company page at the request of your current company's
leadership.

A personal LinkedIn profile is required to be make a Company Page, and is
accessed through the same login as your profile. You have the ability to add
other LinkedIn users as page admins and will not be solely responsible for the
page activity.

Once you have a personal LinkedIn account you can create a page to represent
your company.

SECTION 2: CREATING YOUR COMPANY LINKEDIN PROFILE

Once you submit your company info, you will
see a pop up with a button: Learn more (leading
you to a LinkedIn Help Page) or Get started!



Similar to when you created your
Personal LinkedIn Profile, you will be
shown tips on how to build and
enhance your page, these will display
when viewing your company profile or
on your home page.

Regardless if your company page is new or pre existing-take this time to make sure the information and
images are up to date, the industry is correctly categorized, and your website is linked and functioning. You
do not want to lead users to a company page that is incomplete or misleading.

CURRENT LOGO

INDUSTRY LISTED   

 

MISSION STATEMENT 

           

LINKED WEBSITE

Click on any of the pencil symbols 
shown to edit that portion of your page.

Your profile will automatically come with the blue 
'+ Follow' button underneath your Logo photo. Click
the pencil icon to see the call to action options
available to add to your page.

ENSURE YOUR COMPANY PROFILE HAS THE FOLLOWING:



You navigate to your company page by clicking the 'Me' button
on your top menu and selecting the correct page listed at the
bottom of this pop up menu.

NOTE: Again, these accounts are linked-the same way your
Facebook Profile is accessed through your personal profile.
 
Your company page does not have a separate login than that
of your personal LinkedIn Account and does not require an
additional login/account.

ACCESSING YOUR COMPANY PAGE FROM YOUR
PERSONAL PROFILE

Select 'Admin Tools' while viewing your company page

Under Extend your Reach-click the button: 'Invite Connections' 

A pop up will appear, here you can search for connections
NOT already following your page

Make a goal to invite as many LinkedIn users possible each
day to follow your Company page, as you build your personal
network you can increase your reach with this tool

Follow the steps below to send invitations to your network from
your Company Page.

GROW YOUR NETWORK: INVITE CONNECTIONS TO
YOUR COMPANY PAGE

(Type in/select the connections you have made from your personal profile here!)



Sending out an Invitation = 1 Credit (-1 credit)
When an invitation is accepted, the credit is earned back to the page total (+ 1 credit)
When an invitation is rejected by the user or withdrawn (cancelled by the sender), the credit isn’t
earned back (-1 credit)

Your pending connection requests are available by the total number of "credits".

HOW IT WORKS

Admin Level Credits VS Page Level Credits
Admins have an individual daily limit on the number of invitations they can send.
All admins share the Page's collective credits available, which renew on the first day of every month.

The Page Credits overthrow the Admin Credits
 Ex: If the Page has 10 Credits Remaining, and the Admin has 20-the admin can ONLY send 10,
regardless of their credit.

INVITE CONNECTIONS FROM THE COMPANY PAGE | CREDITS

Below is the pop up window shown on LinkedIn to begin this process. Let's break it down.

1

2

1
Page Admins can only invite their 1st-degree connections (LinkedIn users that have accepted them
as a connection on their personal profile).
TIP: If the page has multiple admins, you can leverage the 1st-degree connections of the group by
giving them the ability to extend requests to their network to like the company page.

2

LIMITATION ON WHO YOU CAN INVITE

LIMITATION ON HOW MANY YOU CAN INVITE



HOW LINKEDIN "CREDITS" WORK | A VISUAL REPRESENTATION  

With the text explanation given from LinkedIn of how
Company Page's Invite Connections credits are managed-it
can be hard to imagine this set of rules in action. Below is
a Mock Example of the process.

30 ACCEPT 10 DECLINE

100 CREDITS REMAINING

(50 CREDITS REMAINING)

10 PENDING

(35 CREDITS REMAINING)

NO MORE INVITES CAN BE SENT UNTIL ANY
OF THE 10 INVITES OR PENDING REQUESTS
HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED.

-50 CREDITS

-10 CREDITS -10 CREDITS+30 CREDITS

EXTEND 50 INVITE REQUESTS

(80 CREDITS REMAINING)
EXTEND 50 INVITE REQUESTS

-50 CREDITS
5 ACCEPT

+5 CREDITS

-50 CREDITS

+5 CREDITS

-10 CREDITS
-10 CREDITS

+30 CREDITS

-50 CREDITS

10 ACCEPT 35 DECLINE 5 PENDING

-35 CREDITS -5 CREDITS+10 CREDITS

+10 CREDITS
-35 CREDITS

-5 CREDITS

(5 CREDITS REMAINING)

EXTEND 10 INVITE REQUESTS

-10 CREDITS

2 ACCEPT

3 ACCEPT
+2 CREDITS

+3 CREDITS

+3 CREDITS
+2 CREDITS

(10 CREDITS REMAINING)
-10 CREDITS

0 CREDITS REMAINING

SEND 50 INVITES

10 DECLINE
10 PENDING

30 ACCEPT

SEND 50 INVITES

EXTEND 10 INVITE REQUESTS

5 ACCEPT FROM EARLIER
(30 CREDITS REMAINING)

10 ACCEPT
35 DECLINE
5 PENDING

2 ACCEPT FROM EARLIER
3 ACCEPT

Due to this new limitation-extend invites to those you believe will accept so that you can continue to grow your
page following. 

Run out of credits? Use your personal LinkedIn page to post an update to your network promoting your company
page while you wait for your credits to refresh! 



When viewing your company LinkedIn page, look for the 'Admin
Tools' button on the right side and click to expand the dropdown
menu (if this button is not present, check to ensure you are
viewing your company page-this can be hard to distinguish-or
maybe it is because both of my profiles are a dog..). 

Select 'Sponsor Your Updates'

Upon the first time clicking this button you will receive a pop up
form to complete. Type in your company page name or the URL
and select the correct page from the dropdown menu-note the
image on the right confirming this is the right page to link.

Click 'Create Account' and make sure you add a credit card to
the account. You may see the framed image below (1) 'Add
credit card' or you can access your ad account setting by
clicking the image in the top right of the ad platform and
selecting (2) 'Billing Center'.

Upon login you will see your personal content feed. In order to
access the campaign manager you will need to return to the
'Me' menu and click your company name in the dropdown menu.

SECTION 3: CREATING YOUR AD ACCOUNT

HOW TO ACCESS AND SET UP YOUR AD ACCOUNT

Another reason you needed to make both a personal LinkedIn AND a company LinkedIn page is that LinkedIn
campaigns can only be run for and from a business account. Without a connection to a company page you
are unable to sponsor updates on the platform. 

NOTE: If you do not see the settings gear in the top right,
you are not inside your ad platform-confusing I know. Click
the '[Name's] Ad Account link shown in the image below to
enter the account, and then you will see the settings gear
shown in image (2) appear in the top right corner.

1

2



Now we move to the 2nd tab, Campaign Groups, where you
can create campaign 'folders' per se. Or you can bypass
this and simply use the 'Default Campaign Group'. The
benefit of using these groups would be to separate
campaign objectives. For example, above I created a
campaign group titled 'Corporate Events'. Therefore
anytime I wanted to reference a campaign's results, or
create a similar new campaign, I would click to enter this
campaign group, or rather a 'folder of campaigns'.

Inside the Campaign Manager you will see a list of all ad accounts you are associated
with alongside their company page. If you manage multiple locations or work in marketing
you will see and manage all accounts here, regardless of which company page was used
to access this platform. If you or a member of your team does not see an account listed-
an admin must add the user by selecting 'manage access' (see image to right).

To view, edit, or create campaigns, you will need to click the ad account name for which you wish to access
from the far left corner. If you click the company page instead it will simply bring you to view the page profile.

NOTE: In order to create the Campaign Group you must enter a start
date. This is arbitrary and unconnected with your campaign(s), so do
not worry about the why behind it! Choose today's date and hit save!

SECTION 4: CREATING A CAMPAIGN

ACCOUNTS TAB

CAMPAIGN GROUPS TAB



Now you have entered into a folder of campaigns (once you have them created them that is). Let's say you
wanted to run a corporate events campaign in your area, you would create the campaign group above, 'Corporate
Events', and then each time you wish to run a related campaign you will select that campaign group, and the
campaign itself will be created in this next tab (i.e Corporate Events Feb, Corporate Events Holiday, etc).

First, pick the Objective of your ad, if you
wish to direct traffic to your website, you will
choose website visits, if you do not have a
page to direct traffic to, review the other
options offered.

Hover over the objectives for help choosing
which make sense for your ads goal. 

NOTE: I am going to walk through the process of setting up a campaign on LinkedIn-I am not laying out what you should be choosing,
rather I am explaining the options that are available to you. No one knows your market and target audience better than you do! As such
this walk through serves better as a training guide and educational asset versus a definitive guideline for your campaigns. 

Click 'Create Campaign' in the top right of the LinkedIn Campaign Page (make sure you have clicked your Ad
Account Name) to navigate to the campaign group page, select the default or the one created in the steps above,
and then you will see this blue button in the top left. Once clicked this will open up the ad creation section.

In order to edit an existing campaign or view the way it was set up
(audience, budget, etc), you will hover your mouse over the
campaign name and click the 'Manage' link to open up the details.

OBJECTIVE

CAMPAIGNS TAB

To continue, click to enter the Campaign Group you just made in order to
access the next tab-titled Campaigns. Confused yet?

STEP ONE: SET UP THE CAMPAIGN



You can select a Saved Audience (discussed later) or use a
pre-made LinkedIn Audience. See the image to the right, this
was after selecting 'Event Planners' from the dropdown
above.

After the Objective is chosen, next you will select who will
see your ad(s).

In most cases it makes sense to leave the default of
'Recent or permanent location' selected and then type and
select counties, cities, or DMA regions based on your
desired reach. 

AUDIENCE CREATION

Now, back to our campaign. So far we have chosen the location in which to show your ads, now lets create our
audience from scratch. 

Audience Expansion allows you, as an advertiser, to increase the reach of your campaign by showing your ads
to audiences with similar attributes to your target audience. I recommend leaving this ON! * (See Addendum)

NOTE: This is to educate to you of the option to select a Saved Audience
or using a LinkedIn Audience. Neither are mandatory. 



EXAMPLE OF AUDIENCE EXPANSION IN ACTION:

*AUDIENCE CREATION CNTD...

NOTE: Audience Expansion will be active by default,
so depending on your level of expertise and/or the
campaign's goals, you have the choice to disable.

AUDIENCE EXPANSION

ADDED JULY 13, 2020

WHEN NOT TO USE IT

WHEN TO USE IT
Help discovering who your active market is on the platform
Your message/product/service lacks strict criteria for reach

Personalized follow up advertising with no room for error. (i.e. Retargeting, CRM Lists).
When your target audience is clearly defined, bound by definite restrictions (geographic, seniority level, etc).
You have researched the correct attributes to select for the LinkedIn platform previously.
You need precise data, as LinkedIn reports the target audience and audience expansion actions together.

LinkedIn attributes are tied to the user's self reporting (Company, Job Title, Interests, etc). In particular, "Job
Titles" tend to vary based on company, location, and industry, so enabling audience expansion may help to
reach the varying titles of the job positions you are looking for.

"President" is not selected in the target audience, 1.
but Audience Expansion is enabled.

2. Reviewing the campaign results, 4 clicks came from
users with the Job Title "President".

As with most social media inquiries, there is no overarching answer
on if advertisers should or should not use this feature. 

Campaign Results

New Campaign

3. Retargeting website
visitors after the original
campaign now include
"Presidents" because of the
outreach acheived through
using Audience Expansion.



LinkedIn offers more ways to target your audience. The first option is 'Narrow audience further (AND)' which
means the audience must meet the criteria of location AND the options chosen thereafter.

The second option is 'Exclude Audience' meaning the audience must meet the location limitation, but we want to
exclude a factor of that group (i.e. job function, seniority, etc)

Now let's select our first narrowing characteristic, our 'AND'...below I chose Company>Company Name>Gartner.

 Audience Attributes-detailed targeting
based on demographics, education,
and career.
Matched Audiences-this section is
only applicable if you have the ability
to add the LinkedIn Insight Tag to your
website-we will review this option later
in the guide.

The image to the right shows your options
for narrowing the audience. 

There are two categories:

1.

2.

After selecting the locations for your audience you
will see the section shown in the image to the
right, appear underneath the location box.

To speak in simpler terms, let's imagine audience
creation as a funnel. The top has the largest
reach, this would be all of the United States, the
default. As we work down the funnel (the audience
attribute selection) the amount begins to get
smaller and smaller. We took the first step, by
narrowing the audience down to your location.

WARNING: This next section is a bit of a doozy. 
Read closely and pay attention to the nuances. 

We will focus on the first option - Narrow audience further (AND).



Gartner is a large company in Fort Myers, and also is
technology focused. Therefore, it is likely that many
of their employees use the internet, and LinkedIn.

You see that now Gartner is added to our narrowing
characteristics along with another local company
under 'Company Names'.

Add more targeting attributes by clicking  'Narrow
audience further (AND)' to continue to specify
your audience. 
You can choose to  'Exclude audience' if you need
a certain characteristic excluded within the
choices you have made in the categories above. 
Or if have chosen all you wish to include in your
audience, you can continue down the page and
into the next section-Ad Format.

 
So, now we have Fort Myers, FL as our location,
AND 'INCLUDE people who have ANY of the following
attributes': Company Names-Gartner and Arthrex.

Once you select all you wish in any attribution
category (this one being the Company Names
category), you can:

NOTE: You'll notice throughout this document I' am
bolding 'AND'. This is because LinkedIn also has an
'OR' option related to creating your audience.

The image above shows the company name selections in blue, with the option to add more companies to the list by
selecting the '+' next to the last selection, 'Arthrex'. These additions will also fall under the rule of 'include people who
have ANY of the following attributes'.

You will notice that above the company names there is a drop down menu labeled 'current jobs' depending on the
category you are selecting within these options for the characteristic will vary.

If you click to Narrow audience further (AND), you will see the option to 'Add more attributes (OR) +' appear.
What exactly does this option mean? It seems counterintuitive to select to 'narrow' and then choose to 'add'.
However, selecting to 'Add more attributes (OR) +' will EXPAND your audience, as you are 'adding' more attributes.

NARROW AUDIENCE FURTHER (AND):

ADD MORE ATTRIBUTES (OR):



Add more attributes (AND)- selecting this makes the audience NARROW, the target audience must fit ALL of the
audience attributes listed thereafter.

Add more attributes (OR)- this ADDS to the audience, it allows for an attribute driven audience with certain 'MUST
HAVE' attributes BUT does not requiring the audience to meet every attribute you list. This option can only be
chosen after selecting a narrowing audience attribute, allowing you to target multiple attributes unrelated to one
individual.

To make this easier to understand let's go through choosing one of each to add to our current Audience: 

NARROW AUDIENCE FURTHER (AND) VS ADD MORE ATTRIBUTES (OR):

NARROW AUDIENCE FURTHER (AND) 

ADD MORE ATTRIBUTES (OR)

CURRENT AUDIENCE

Location: Fort Myers

Location: Fort Myers

Location: Fort Myers

Narrow Audience Further +: Gartner and Arthrex 1,700 LinkedIn Users in Fort Myers who
work for Gartner or Arthrex

Narrow Audience Further +: Gartner and Arthrex
Add More Attributes (OR): Human Resources

3,200 LinkedIn Users in Fort Myers (our
MUST) who work for Gartner or Arthrex
OR are in Human Resources

Narrow Audience Further +: Gartner and Arthrex
Narrow Audience Further +: Human Resources

The amount of LinkedIn users who live
in Fort Myers, working at Gartner or
Arthrex who are ALSO in human
resources is too small to target.

This shows the drastic difference of
AND vs OR when selecting attribute
relationships.



For every audience attribute that you include, the audience size will decrease.

For every selection you make within an attribute, the audience size will
increase. For example, selecting multiple companies, your audience size will
increase as your target audience only needs to match one of these selections.
Having more selections within an attribute will help to broaden your audience.

For every audience attribute and selection that you exclude, your audience
size will decrease. For example, if you exclude several job functions,
members matching any of those job functions will not be included in your
target audience.

As you’re setting up your targeting options, there are a few things to keep in mind:
TIPS ON AUDIENCE BUILDING

AD FORMAT
The options show in the image to the right are the
varieties LinkedIn offers for a sponsored campaign.
Like Facebook, LinkedIn offers the Single Image,
Single Video, and Carousel (multiple image) ad
formats.

Once you make your selection, a pop up window
will NOT appear where you can select content. You
will do this later. 

BUDGET & SCHEDULE

Keep in mind, as a rule of thumb, LinkedIn advertising is
MORE expensive than Facebook advertising. Therefore it is
normal to not receive the same results on both platforms for
a fixed budget.

Though advertising on LinkedIn is more expensive, you are
able to reach the exact companies you are after, and use
targeting attributes unavailable on the Facebook Ads
Manager platform.

On the next page, we will discuss the options given by
LinkedIn for this section.

NOTE: View this section on
the right to see how the
attributes chosen affect your
reach in real time.

Keep on 'Automated bid' unless
trained otherwise

CONVERSION TRACKING
Learn about setting up conversion events with the LinkedIn Insight Tag further in this guide on Page 22.



HOW DOES THE BUDGET AFFECT WHO SEES MY AD? HOW DOES THIS WORK?

Ads are shown to users after an auction of sorts that is run behind the scenes in cyber space. You may have
noticed 'Bidding' mentioned on Facebook ad creation, and this phrase is also used here. Each time we refresh our
home pages this auction is run and WE are the items. How many paddles go up in interest of someone seeing an
ad will determine how high the winning bid is. This explains why in larger markets (New York, LA, etc) the cost to
reach a 21+ year old woman who likes Joanna Gaines and Wine will check off a lot of boxes for other advertisers-
who likely have more money to spend and will beat you out to have that person see their ad over yours.

This reasoning is why we encourage the use of data driven audiences. By creating a 'custom audience' of users
who have self selected themselves by engaging with your company page, you move up higher in their perceived
propensity to enjoy or relate to your content, therefore giving you an 'up' in the auction to achieve them at a lower
cost.

Social platforms do not want to show us ads we don't like. Regardless if we click and buy that thing we saw on
Instagram matters less to them than if we click to 'hide the ad'. If users stopped seeing relevant ads-for example I
began seeing ads for nursing homes-then the platform's members would exit due to annoyance and the
advertising dollars would dwindle.

Now on to your choices...

Unlike Facebook, LinkedIn allows for both a daily budget AND a lifetime budget. 

Daily Budget: When a campaign is set to a daily budget, the platform will stop showing the ad once you reach
your spend threshold for a specific day. This means that if you wish to spend $5 a day for 30 days, you can be
sure that the ad will run for those 30 days, and will be at or around $5 each day*. 

This type of budget is best for long standing ads that promote brand awareness.The downside to limiting yourself
to a daily spend means missing out on potential targeted audience members who could see that ad if you’ve
already reached your budget for the day. 

*LinkedIn Note: There may be a short period of time after your budget is reached when your ads continue to
display. You will be charged for clicks or impressions that are delivered during that time up to 20% beyond your
daily budget.

Lifetime Budget: Selecting a Lifetime Budget is the best option if you wish to get your ad to as many people in
your audience as quickly as possible. You set your auction limit and the platform goes to bat for you in an attempt
to win as many individuals in your target audience as your budget allows. Once the platform spends your budget,
your ad will stop running.

With LinkedIn allowing for both a Daily and a Lifetime budget you can have the peace of mind that knowing that
your ad will not spend more than your allotted daily amount, but also will not exceed a certain overall budget.



You will be redirected to the next page which will contain the box shown in the image below where you will
select the content you wish to promote.
You have two options in choosing the Ad(s) Create new ad or Browse existing content.

STEP TWO: SET UP ADS 

NOTE: If you do not have any existing page
posts or no posts involving the ad format
selected (in this case Video) then the
browse existing content will be greyed out.

SELECTING: CREATE NEW AD

If the content you wish to promote is too
specific to be posted to your company page,
or is new content not yet shared-select
'Create new ad'.

You will notice the only option to upload is a
Video File-as this was the type of ad format
we selected on the first page.

As you type in your content you will see the
ad building on the right in real time. The
Name this ad would be a description to help
you differentiate your ads. Draft your text and
headline, Include a direct URL, not a redirect
URL, then choose the proper call-to-action. 

When you are satisfied with the final preview,
ensure the box is checked 'Add to Campaign'
and click 'Create'-don't worry you can always
go back and edit prior to launching.

After this you can select to 'Create new ad'
again to make multiple versions to be shown.



SELECTING: BROWSE EXISTING CONTENT

If you have a library of previous posts or ads
that you have created in the past, you will
select to 'Browse existing content'.

All of your content for the ad format you
selected for the campaign will appear (notice
only video posts are shown in our example).

You can search for content, or scroll through
the pages. Check the box next to the content
you want, and LinkedIn will generate a preview
for you of your ad on the right side.

The blue sponsor button will then become
active in the top right of the page. Once you
click this, your ad will be saved to the
campaign.

To make it easier to find existing content you can
search for key words in this box

You can add multiple existing posts, new ads, or a
combination of both to be shown. In the image to the
right you will see the selected ads.

ADS IN THIS CAMPAIGN

Click the settings gear next to Ads in this campaign to
open your options for running a multiple ad campaign.

To get the most exposure for your budget-leave the recommended
option selected.

When you are finished with this section click the blue 'Next' at the
bottom of the page to move to our last section!



STEP THREE: REVIEW THE AD

OBJECTIVE
AUDIENCE
AD FORMAT
PLACEMENT
BUDGET & SCHEDULE
CONVERSIONS-EMPTY
ADS IN THIS CAMPAIGN

The final page will show an overview of all of the
options you selected in the campaign creation during
steps 1 & 2.

Review over the following:

If you wish to make changes to any of the
components above, select 'Previous' at the bottom of
the page to go back to step 2, then again on that
page to return to step 1.

Once you confirm this information is correct-click to
Launch Campaign!

This will return you to the Campaigns page in the
LinkedIn Campaign Manager. 

To check on the status, results, or to edit the
campaign, refer back to Page 11.

(This image does not reflect the options chosen in this tutorial)



Add the LinkedIn Insight Tag to your site.
Create audiences to track

In Campaign Manager, click on Account Assets, and choose Matched Audiences from the dropdown menu.
Then click on Create Audience and Retarget by Website. Here you can choose specific pages from your website
that you may want to segment.
Each website segment must generate at least 300 people before ads can be delivered to that specific audiences.
Depending on site traffic, your audience may take up to 48 hours to build.

WEBSITE RETARGETING
Define target audiences and deliver relevant ad content based on the pages they visited on your site. To get started:
1.
2.

a.

b.

Format your email list for easy upload
Name the first row of your spreadsheet as follows: Email, First Name, Last Name, and/or Mobile ID
One contact per row
300 minimum contacts - 300,000 maximum contacts. Larger lists will have better match rates. 
Save as a CSV file

In Campaign Manager, go to Account Assets, then choose Matched Audiences from the dropdown. Choose
Create Audience and Retarget by List upload. Name your audience and select your contact list, then Upload.

CONTACT LIST TARGETING 
Build custom audiences by securely uploading a contact information list or connecting 
your contact management platform (i.e. HubSpot, Marketo, Salesforce) to LinkedIn. 

HOW TO UPLOAD YOUR CONTACT LIST
1.

Prepare your account list
Format as single column, one company per row
Insert company name, website, stock symbol & country
Save as a CSV file

ACCOUNT TARGETING 
Run account-based marketing campaigns, powered by LinkedIn
data. Securely upload a list of target companies or accounts 
(up to 300,000) to match against the 8+ million Company Pages 
on LinkedIn.
HOW TO UPLOAD YOUR ACCOUNT LIST

MATCHED AUDIENCES

In Campaign Manager, go to Account Assets, then choose Matched Audiences from the dropdown. Choose Create
Audience and Retarget by List upload. Name your audience and select your contact list, then Upload.



Install tag yourself (paste code into website’s global footer)
Send code to your developer
Install using a tag manager (i.e. Google Tag Manager)

WHAT IS IT? 
You may have heard the terms 'javascript tag', 'cookie', or 'pixel'-this tag is also a snippet of code to be installed on
your website that tracks website visitors and sends the information back to your LinkedIn account.

WHAT IS AN INSIGHT TAG USED FOR?

CONVERSION TRACKING 
If you are running campaigns with the goal of driving conversions, you can track these actions and optimize for
more conversions using the LinkedIn Insight Tag! Once the tag is installed on your website it will gather site
visitor's LinkedIn data so that LinkedIn can automatically optimizes the campaigns to be shown to users similar to
those who completed conversions.

RETARGETING
A potential customer visits your site but leaves. What do you do?  With the Insight Tag, you can set your campaign
to be shown to past visitors in order to re-engage them. Otherwise known as 'retargeting'. This is possible by
selecting to target your campaign to a Matched Audience containing the data of your website visitors.

WEBSITE DEMOGRAPHICS 
Looking to customize your marketing? It starts with understanding who is visiting your website. The Insight Tag
unlocks powerful demographic insights about your website visitors - such as their job titles, companies, industries,
and more.

HOW DO I GET AN INSIGHT TAG ON MY WEBSITE?
In the Campaign Manager, go to Account Assets and choose Insight Tag from the dropdown. Click Install my
Insight Tag in the pop up and choose how to install your tag. Depending on the management of your website you
may be limited in your available options.

LINKEDIN INSIGHT TAG

You can check the status of your Insight Tag by
following the sequence: Campaign Manager> Account
Assets> Insight Tag. Once the Insight Tag is installed
and a LinkedIn member visits your website, then your
domain will show up on the list. 

Tag activation may take up to 24 hours, 
depending on your website traffic.



JOB TITLE
COMPANY
COMPANY INDUSTRY 
JOB SENIORITY
JOB FUNCTION
COMPANY SIZE
LOCATION
COUNTRY 

WEBSITE DEMOGRAPHICS

LinkedIn Website Demographics is a free reporting tool that 
provides you with demographic information about the LinkedIn 
members who visit your website regardless of having an active campaign. 

NOTE: This tool requires you to have the LinkedIn Insight Tag installed and verified on your organization’s website.
The Insight Tag is explained on page 22. 

On the Website Demographics tab once inside your ad account, you can view and compare metrics about two
different website audience segments at once.

You can further filter the data for the website audiences using the date range dropdown and the following
demographic dimensions:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sign in to Campaign Manager. 
Click the correct account and campaign group name. 
Select the checkbox next to the name of the account. 
Select the type of metrics you’d like to view by clicking the dropdowns next to Columns and Breakdown. 
Click on the Filters dropdown to filter campaigns by Status of the campaign, Type of ad and Objective of the
campaign.

HOW TO EVALUATE CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE

Viewing & Filtering Campaign Metrics

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Understand your audience better
Create tailored content
Reach your ideal prospects
Measure the impact, so you can keep
learning and optimizing your ROI!

TIP: 
Use website demographics to:

REPORTING & ANALYTICS AVAILABLE WITHIN LINKEDIN CAMPAIGN MANAGER

To compare audiences built using your LinkedIn Insight
Tag you will select the two, here. 

Demographic Options Time Range



Sign in to Campaign Manager
Click the correct ad account and campaign group name 
Select the checkbox next to the name of the campaign
Select the type of metrics you’d like to view by clicking the drop down menus that appear (i.e. performance,
delivery, engagement, etc.)

REPORTING & ANALYTICS
LinkedIn Reporting is available at the Campaign Group, Campaign, and Ad Levels.

TO VIEW AND FILTER METRICS FOR CAMPAIGNS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Sign in to Campaign Manager
At the Account/Campaign Group/Campaign/Ad level: 

Select the checkbox next to the correct account/campaign group/campaign/ad name. 
Click on Performance Chart or Demographics at the top of the page. 

TO VIEW AND FILTER PERFORMANCE AND DEMOGRAPHICS METRICS CHART OF AN AD WITHIN A CAMPAIGN

1.
2.

a.
b.

Performance Chart Page

Demographics Page

END OF COURSE.



Congratulations on reaching the end of the course! We hope you enjoyed our guide feel confident to run campaigns on
LinkedIn!

Interested in having a learning course like this one created for your company?
 
Learn about our platform Training in a Cloud by visiting https://traininginacloud.com/

https://traininginacloud.com/

